































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The History of Haikai Expression on Syuko and Zyokei
Mikio Takano
　Since Basyo retired to live in Fukagawa, Basyo repeated to make a journey and 
Anzyu that is to live in retirements alternately. For Basyo, the Journey and Anzyu 
were means to pursue the ideal of his life making a private life artistic. The Ideal of 
Journey was expressed and completed Okunohosomiti. And the Ideal of Anzyu was 
done by Genzyuanki in a similarly way.
Keywords　Basyo, Hokku, Renka, Traveler, Anzyu
（2008年5月8日受領）
高野実貴雄：趣向と叙景の俳諧表現史Ⅲ 125
